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(Hagerstown, Maryland)

Sadano is a historic
home located in

Hagerstown, Washington
County, Maryland,

United States. It is a two-
story, square frame

house on a stone
foundation built in three
phases between 1770
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and 1825. The house
was constructed about

1770 by Alexander Beck
for William Sadano, an
Indian slave trader. His

grandson, Colonel
William Sadano, built the
rear wing in 1793. The

house's third and fourth
phases, totaling seven
rooms, were added to
the house by Colonel
Philemon Sadano. The
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house is representative
of Hagerstown's civic

and religious elite.
Sadano was listed on the

National Register of
Historic Places in 1990.

References External links
, including undated
photo, at Maryland

Historical Trust
Category:Houses in

Hagerstown, Maryland
Category:Houses on the
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National Register of
Historic Places in

Maryland
Category:Houses

completed in 1770
Category:Georgian

architecture in Maryland
Category:Italianate

architecture in Maryland
Category:Historic

American Buildings
Survey in Maryland
Category:National
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Register of Historic
Places in Washington
County, MarylandHey

everyone! I want to start
by saying thank you for

dropping by. I've
mentioned it several

times but I just got my
domain name and the

site up so it's nice to be
able to put stuff out

there. At the moment I'm
in the middle of building
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a second server from
scratch to host this site
at and it's taking up all

of my time but I'm
starting to get a bit more

of a break now so
hopefully more posts will

come. Hopefully you
enjoy what's here.

Wednesday, October 4,
2012 Back in 2008 I did
an RP that I thought was
rather fun, so today I'm
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posting my characters
from the RP for your

reading pleasure and I
just can't leave it alone,

I'm going to make a
sequel. The RP was

inspired by the old Jim
Morrison song. Playing
Jim Morrison Character

Name: Abbr.
c6a93da74d
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